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Abstract
We propose approaches for improving Bloom filter in terms of false positive probability and membership query
speed. To reduce the false positive probability, we propose special type of additional Bloom filters that are used
to handle false positives caused by the original Bloom filter. Implementing the proposed approach for a routing
table lookup, we show that our approach reduces the routing table lookup time by up to 28% compared to the
original Bloom filter by handling most false positives within the fast memory. We also introduce an approach
for improving the membership query speed. Taking the hash table-like approach while storing only values, the
proposed approach shows much faster membership query speed than the original Bloom filter (e.g., 34 times
faster with 10 subsets). Even compared to a hash table, our approach reduces the routing table lookup time by
up to 58%.
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1. Introduction
One of the basic functions in various IT areas is the membership query (i.e., determining a subset of a
given element). For example, in computer networks, the membership query may mean finding an
outgoing interface for a given packet [1,2], determining whether a given node is a malicious node [3], or
finding a node who owns a requested file [4]. The membership query usually needs to be supported in a
space-efficient manner because of the limit of storage space (e.g., a scarce on-chip fast memory for the
performance issue [2] or overhead of traffic among network nodes [5]). Throughout this paper, we focus
on the computer network as a representative example for clear presentation and understanding.
Bloom filter (BF) [6] has been one of the good choices for the space-efficient membership query.
Supporting element insertion and element lookup based on a bit array, a BF supports the membership
query for a set of elements (i.e., determining whether a given element belongs to the set or not). BF may
falsely report that a given element belongs to the set even though the given element does not belong to
the set. This error is called false positive. Even though the false positive probability of BF affects the
performance of BF-based system (e.g., the false positive increases the number of accesses to the off-chip
slow memory [1]), most existing BF-related work just tries to exploit BF in their target environments
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while not improving BF.
In this paper, we try to improve BF in two aspects: false positive probability and processing time in the
case where we need to find a subset among subsets for a given element. We first introduce two approaches
for reducing the false positive probability. Unlike existing work that tries to reduce the false positive
probability by manipulating BFs themselves, we introduce special type of additional BFs to handle false
positives caused by original BFs. Keeping the correct subset information for false positives, the additional
filters exclude candidate subsets falsely matched by the original BFs so as to find a correct subset. Through
simulations, we first show that the use of the additional filters require certain amount of storage space
(e.g., 227 kB is required in case of 1 M elements) to outperform the original BF. However, considering
the amount of on-chip fast memory available nowadays (e.g., our experiment machine has 1.5 MB L2
data cache), we believe that the required storage space can easily be given. We also show that the proposed
approaches can be applied to existing approaches (that try to reduce the false positive probability) to
reduce their false positive probability further. This means that our approaches have the contribution to
the existing approaches as well. Using Click modular router [7], we prove that the proposed approaches
improve the routing table lookup performance (compared to the original BF) by handling most false
positives within the on-chip fast memory.
Then, we introduce one approach for reducing the membership query time in a software system. In the
software system where most things are done in a sequential manner, the membership query for a given
element requires examination of BFs and thus the processing time increases as the number of filters
increases. To achieve the fast membership query in a space-efficient manner, we take a hash table-based
approach for the membership query (i.e., one hash computation for one membership query) while storing
only values (i.e., subset IDs) without keys (i.e., elements). Through simulations, we show that our
approach achieves the fast and constant processing time regardless of the subsets at the cost of slight
additional storage space to achieve the same membership query error rate as the original BF. Using Click
modular router, we prove that our approach achieves faster routing table lookup than a hash table (that
is not space-efficient) by keeping whole routing table entries within the on-chip fast memory.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes background of this paper. Section 3
discusses approaches for reducing the false positive probability and Section 4 introduces one approach
for improving the membership query speed. After Section 5 compares the proposed approaches, and
Section 6 concludes this paper.

2. Background
2.1 Bloom Filter
A BF is a space-efficient probabilistic data structure that supports element insertion and membership
query. A BF is an array of m bits that are set to 0 initially (Fig. 1(a)). To support the membership query
for a set of n elements, the BF first needs to be generated by inserting n elements into the BF (Fig. 1(b)).
For the element insertion, k hash functions are applied for each element to find k bits to be set to 1. The
insertion of an element is completed when the corresponding k bits are set to 1. For the membership
query (Fig. 1(c)), the same k hash functions are applied for a given element to find k bits to be examined.
If all k bits are 1, the given element is regarded as a member of the set.
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A BF may falsely report a non-member element as the member of the set. For example, if k bits for the
non-member element (i.e., D of Fig. 1(c)) are set through the addition of elements of the set, that nonmember element is falsely considered as the member of the set (i.e., false positive). The false positive
probability can be expressed as
∗
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Fig. 1. Element insertion and membership query using a BF: (a) filter initialization, (b) element insertion,
and (c) membership query.

2.2 Scope
Throughout this paper, we focus on the following environment. A given set S is divided into more than
one subset and one element of S belongs to one subset. In this case, the membership query for a given
element is to find a subset that the given element belongs to. We assume that additional data structures are
used for the purpose of management (e.g., counting BF [5] that supports the element deletion can be
managed in the large off-chip slow memory while BFs can be used for actual processing as shown in Fig. 2).
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.
.
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Nexthoph
Updates
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Fig. 2. BF-based routing table lookup for L2 switching.
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In the above environment, we try to reduce the false positive probability and to improve the
membership query speed. In that sense, our approach is not new. Here, we briefly compare our work with
related existing works. In [8], the authors propose Cuckoo hashing-based approach, called Cuckoo filter
to reduce the false positive probability with less storage overhead. Instead of using different architecture,
we propose BF-based approach to achieve the same goal. In [9], the authors try to handle the issues with
a large number of BFs. Even though [9] and we consider similar environment, we mostly aim at reducing
the false positive probability. In [10], the authors propose the approach that requires only one base hash
function to improve the membership query speed. In [11], the authors propose a BF variant that stores
auxiliary information and supports faster membership query. While the authors [10,11] stick to BF-based
approach, we try to achieve to the same goal by using hash table-based approach. In [12], the authors
propose an approach for dynamic data sets. In particular, they try to improve the membership query
speed while adjusting the filter size for dynamic data sets. On the other hand, we focus on the data sets
that changes rarely.

2.3 An Example
To explain how BFs can be utilized, we take one example in the context of routing table lookup among
various examples [13]. The routing table lookup is required to find an outgoing interface for a given
packet in L3 routing [1] or L2 switching [2]. Because the memory access is one of the main performance
bottlenecks, efficient use of the small on-chip fast memory is important in improving the routing table
lookup performance.
BFs can improve the routing table lookup performance based on its space efficiency. In other words,
BFs can support partial [1] or whole [2] routing table lookup process within the fast memory by
representing a given routing table in a space-efficient manner. For example, in L2 switching (Fig. 2), a
given routing table can be divided into subsets according to outgoing interface [2]. One BF for each subset
(i.e., outgoing interface) is generated by inserting all the addresses that are forwarded to that interface
(i.e., elements of a subset). Then, BFs are kept and used for the routing table lookup within the fast
memory.
For a given packet, all BFs are examined. If the given packet is reported as a member of one BF, one
matched BF means a correct outgoing interface. If the given packet is reported as a member of more than
one BF, this means that some BFs cause false positives and the false positive handler handles the false
positive. Supporting entire table lookup within the fast memory improves the table lookup performance
compared to hash table.

3. Approaches for Reducing False Positive Probability
We first discuss two approaches using special type of additional BFs to reduce false positive probability.
After introducing existing work, we describe our approaches.

3.1 Existing Work and Motivation
Few work tries to reduce the false positive probability of BF. One approach is to manipulate the number
of hash functions for each element according to the request popularity distribution [14,15]. The rationale
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behind this approach is to allow a larger/smaller number of hash functions for more/less popular elements
so as to decrease/increase the false positive probability. Even though the false positive probability of less
popular elements increases, the actual number of false positives by those less popular elements does not
change significantly because they are not queried frequently. On the other hand, popular elements that
are queried frequently cause a smaller number of false positives. As a result, the total number of false
positives decreases. Another approach is to manipulate specific bits [16]. Among bits that are related to
false positives, bits that cause troublesome false positives are cleared (i.e., set to 0) so as to remove the
possibility of the troublesome false positives.
Existing approaches have some limitations. First, monitoring the required information is needed,
which causes space and computation overhead. Second, dynamic manipulation of BFs causes high
computation overhead. Third, manipulating BFs for all elements is not an efficient way when considering
the temporal locality (e.g., around one tenth of the entire IP prefixes accounts for more than 97% of traffic
[17]). Fourth, clearing some bits causing troublesome false positives causes false negatives.
To reduce the false positive probability without causing above limitations, we introduce special type of
additional BFs in addition to the original BFs. The additional BFs are used to keep the correct subset
information of elements that cause false positive with the original BFs. The rationale behind this approach
is to use the original BFs to find candidate subsets for a given element and to use the additional filters to
exclude wrongly matched subsets from the candidate subsets. Please note that we do not use additional
storage resources for the additional filters because BF is usually used in the case where storage resources
are scarce. Detailed descriptions about our approaches will be described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.

3.2 Using Additional Negative Bloom Filters
Our first approach is to introduce one negative BF (nBF) for one BF (Fig. 3). For the clear presentation,
from now on, we use pBF for a normal BF and nBF for a corresponding negative BF in the proposed
approach while we use BF for the original BF. We use term “negative” because the additional filter
supports non-membership query. A nBF is generated by inserting elements that are not associated with
a corresponding pBF, but cause false positives with the pBF. When a false positive happens (i.e., a given
element matches with more than one pBFs), nBFs are used to exclude wrongly matched subsets.

1 bit-sized cell

A given set

1 bit-sized cell

pBF1

Subset1

nBF1

pBF2

Subset2

nBF2

pBF3

Subset3

nBF3
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Elements that
cause false
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Fig. 3. A high-level illustration of the approach using nBFs.
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3.2.1 Filter generation
Given subsets, pBFs are generated first. pBFi is generated by inserting elements of subseti. Then, nBFs
are generated. nBFi is generated by inserting elements that do not belong to subseti, but cause false
positives with pBFi. In Fig. 3, cell indicates a basic unit of data to be manipulated.

3.2.2 Membership query
For a given element, pBFs are used for the membership query and nBFs are used for the nonmembership query. In other words, the element x ( subseti) should match with pBFi and should not
match with nBFi to be considered as a member of subseti. Please note that a BF including nBF never cause
false negative. Therefore, match with nBFi means that a given element is not a member of subseti even
though it may falsely matches with pBFi.
For membership query, pBFs are examined first. If only one pBF is matched, that pBF indicates a
correct subset. If more than one pBF is matched, nBFs of the matched pBFs are examined to exclude
wrongly matched subsets. If nBFs work correctly (i.e., no false positive), only one nBF of the matched
pBFs should not match with the given element. However, because any BF including nBF can cause false
positive, an element that belongs to subseti can match with nBFi. In this case, a false positive caused by
pBFs is not solved by nBFs.

3.2.3 Filter update
nBFi needs to be updated when pBFi changes. When a new element is added to subseti and pBFi is
updated, elements of other subsets that are not inserted into nBFi need to be examined with the updated
pBFi to insert additional elements that cause false positive with the updated pBFi into nBFi. When an
existing element is removed from subseti and pBFi is updated, elements that are inserted into nBFi need
to be examined with the updated pBFi to remove elements that do not cause false positive with the updated
pBFi anymore from nBFi.

3.2.4 False positive probability
In the proposed approach, a false positive happens when pBFs cause a false positive and that false
positive is not handled by nBFs of the matched pBFs. Considering that a BF never results in false
negatives, a given element x ( subseti) always matches with pBFi and nBFj (j  i) of wrongly matched
pBFj. However, the given element x may match with nBFi. This means that the element x may be able to
be considered as a non-member of subseti. In this case, a false positive caused by pBFs cannot be handled
by nBFs. As a result, the probability of that a false positive caused by pBFs is not handled by nBFs is equal
to the false positive probability of nBFi.
For a given element x, the probability of that the element x causes false positives with pBFs is
1− ∏
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In Eq. (2), h is the number of subsets and fp(BFl) is
1−
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In Eq. (3), kl is the number of hash functions for subsetl, nl is the number of elements of subsetl, and
x*ml (0 < x < 1) is the number of bits allocated for pBFl. Please note that pBFl and nBFl share the number
of bits allocated for BFl (i.e., ml) and thus that the number of bits for pBFl is smaller than that of BFl. The
false positive probability of nBFi, fp(nBFi) is
∗

1−

(

)∗

(4)

In Eq. (4), ni' is fp(pBFi) * (N – ni). N is the total number of elements of a given set. Eq. (4) means that
fp(nBFi) is affected by the distribution of elements over subsets as well as fp(pBFi). In achieving the
minimum false positive probability of fp(nBFi) with given settings (i.e., N, ni, the total number of bits that
are to be used by pBFs and nBFs, and the maximum number of hash functions), existing solvers such as
IPOPT [18] can be used to find a proper value of x. Please note that x is around 0.95 in most our
simulations.
Now, we briefly discuss the condition for our approach to outperform BFs only case (i.e., the original
BFs without additional filters). For the purpose of comparison, we assume that the optimal number of
hash functions (i.e., ki = mi/ni * ln2) is used. Using the optimal number of hash functions, Eq. (1) can be
transformed into (1/2)k. Therefore, the condition for fp(BFi) > fp(nBFi) is
(
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Eq. (9) means that the condition for our approach to outperform BFs only case is affected by mi that
influences fp(pBFi) and the ratio of ni to N. Therefore, given ni and N, our approach needs certain amount
of x*mi for pBFi to satisfy Eq. (9).
To examine the condition for our approach to outperform BFs only case, we conduct simulations with
settings described in Section 3.4. In this simulation, we first measure the required amount of storage space
to outperform BFs only case by increasing the total amount of storage space by 10 kB. In Fig. 4, the
numbers below scatter plot indicate the required amount of storage space in kB to outperform BFs only
case for the given number of elements. This result shows that our approach requires some amount of
storage space to outperform BFs only case. The amount of required storage space increases as the number
of elements increases because fp(BF) is non-decreasing function of the number of elements. However,
even in the case of 1 M elements, our approach just requires 227 kB storage space, which is relatively small
compared to on-chip fast memory available today (e.g., our experiment machine has 1.5 MB L2 data
cache).
During the same simulations above, we also measure the false positive probability of BFs only case at
the time when our approach begins to outperform BFs only case (i.e., fpout). In Fig. 4, the scatter plot
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shows that results. Interestingly, fpout is over 9.0E-01 regardless of the number of elements. This result
means that if BFs only case achieves the false positive probability lower than fpout, then our approach can
achieve lower false positive probability than that of BFs only case with the same amount of storage space.

False positive prob.

1.0E+00

69 80
110 132

153
227
180 200

30 49

9.0E-01
1M
0 100K
200 400500K
600 800 1000
The total number of elements

Fig. 4. The condition to outperform BFs only case.

3.3 Using an Additional Positive Bloom Filter
3.3.1 Motivation and approach
Even though the use of nBFs is likely to outperform BFs only case, the approach using nBFs has two
limitations. One limitation is the update overhead. nBFs need to be updated whenever pBFs change. This
means that nBFs may not be a good choice for a set that changes dynamically over time. Another
limitation is inefficient use of filter. If an element causes false positives with other subsets, that element
needs to be inserted into nBFs of those subsets. Considering that a larger number of elements lead to
higher false positive probability, inserting one element into multiple nBFs is not good.
To overcome above limitations of using nBFs, we propose another approach (Fig. 5). While the new
approach is similar to the use of nBFs in using the additional filter, the new approach is different from
the use of nBFs in three ways. First, the new approach uses only one additional filter (called sBF). Second,
sBF contains correct subset information to support membership query. This means that only one
insertion into sBF is enough for handling a false positive. Third, sBF is populated dynamically to focus
on active elements that are being queried. The detailed descriptions about the use of sBF are as follows.

1 bit-sized cell

A given set

pBF1

Subset1

pBF2

Subset2

pBF3

Subset3

All elements
of a corresponding
subset

log2(h+3) bit-sized cell

sBF

Elements that
cause false
positives

Fig. 5. A high-level illustration of the approach using sBF.
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3.3.2 Data structure and filter generation
The role of additional filters including nBFs and sBF is to help find correct subset for a given element.
A normal BF is not enough for this purpose because a normal BF just supports the membership query for
a specific set. To return correct subset information with one filter, sBF stores an arbitrary value (i.e.,
correct subset information) instead of a binary value. For this, the size of a cell of sBF becomes
(ℎ + 3) , where h is the number of subsets and 3 is for NULL and CONFLICT state and a timing
bit. Detailed description about this will be given later.
To focus on the active elements that are being queried, cells of sBF are set to NULL initially. If sBF does
not contain required subset information for a given element that matches with more than one pBF, the
insertion process begins. The insertion process is similar to that of a normal BF. To insert subset
information (e.g., subset ID), k hash functions are applied to a given element to find k cells. Then, the
values of k cells are modified. If the value of one cell is NULL or the same as the value to be inserted, the
value of that cell is set to the value of correct subset information. In other cases, the value of a cell is set
to CONFLICT, which means different values are allocated for the same cell and thus the value of this cell
is not helpful. After sBF is properly populated, false positives caused by subsequent queries for the same
element can be handled by sBF.

3.3.3 Membership query
For a given element, pBFs are first examined to find candidate subsets. If only one pBF is matched, that
pBF indicates a correct subset. If more than one pBF is matched, then, sBF is examined to get correct
subset information. If sBF is properly populated and works correctly (i.e., no false positive), sBF returns
the correct subset information.
For the examination of sBF, k hash functions are applied to a given element to find k cells to be
examined. To return a value, the values of k determined cells are examined. If the values of all cells are
CONFLICT, CONFLICT is returned. If the values of cells (excluding cells whose value is CONFLICT)
are different, the return value is NULL. This means that a given element is not inserted into sBF yet and
thus the insertion process (described in Section 3.3.2) is done. In above two cases, the false positive caused
by pBFs cannot be handled. If the values of cells (excluding cells whose value is CONFLICT) are same,
that value is returned. If the returned value is not one of the matched pBFs, this means that a given
element is not inserted into sBF yet and thus the insertion process is done. If the returned value is one of
the candidate subsets identified by pBFs, the returned value indicates the correct subset.

3.3.4 Filter update
One of the main goals of using sBF is to focus on the active elements that are being queried. Therefore,
we need to delete inactive elements that are not queried for a long time. For this purpose, we allocate one
bit-sized timing bit for each cell of sBF. The timing bit is set to 0 initially or whenever a global timer (e.g.,
Linux kernel timer) goes off. When cells are accessed and one value is returned, the timing bits of the
accessed cells are set to 1. Whenever the global timer goes off, values of cells whose timing bit’s value is 0
are set to NULL. This timing-based approach can update sBF gracefully to keep correct subset
information for active elements while not causing noticeable management overhead.
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3.3.5 False positive probability
A false positive happens when a false positive caused by pBFs is not handled by sBF. Assuming that sBF
is properly populated for active elements that are being queried, a false positive happens when sBF returns
CONFLICT. The false positive probability of the proposed approach is
(∑

(

)) ∗

(

)

(10)

In Eq. (10), fp(sBF) is the probability of that sBF returns CONFLICT. fp(sBF) is
1−

∗

(11)

In Eq. (11),
is m/
(ℎ + 3) , where m is the number of bits for sBF. ns is the number of elements
to be inserted into sBF, i.e., (∑
( )) ∗
, where
is the number of current active
elements. Eq. (11) means that the false positive probability of the proposed approach is affected by
N
with given m. To examine the effect of
on the false positive probability, we conduct
simulations with the settings described in Section 3.4. From the simulations, we found that the false
positive rate of sBF increases as the percentage of
increases. The false positive rate increases from
increases from 20% to 40%.
3.33E-08 to 1.87E-05 as the percentage of
To minimize the false positive probability of the proposed approach, we need to find a proper value for
m with given the total number of elements, the number of active elements, the maximum number of hash
functions, the number of subsets, and the total amount of storage space. Like the case of the use of nBFs,
existing solvers such as IPOPT can be used for solving this problem. Please note that m is around 10% of
the given total amount of storage space in our simulations.

3.4 Evaluation
For simulations, we use different values for the total number of elements (i.e., from 100 K to 2 M), the
number of subsets (i.e., from 10 to 100), the total amount of storage space (i.e., from 100 kB to 1 MB),
to the total number of elements (i.e., from 5% to 40%). The maximum number
and the ratio of N
of hash functions is 8. Elements are evenly distributed over subsets. For the purpose of analysis, nBFs and
sBF are pre-populated. The total number of queries is equal to the number of given elements. The number
of queries for subsets is same. The results are the average across 50 runs. The false positive rate is
calculated as the ratio of the number of false positives to the total number of queries. In the following
figures and manuscripts, BF, nBF, and sBF indicate BFs only case and the proposed approaches with the
additional filters, respectively.

3.4.1 Performance study
Fig. 6 shows the change of false positive rate with regard to the storage space. In Fig. 6, “w/o” and “w/”
indicate the case of the proposed approaches without the additional filters (i.e., only pBFs smaller than
the original BFs) and with additional filters, respectively. In the proposed approaches, pBFs and the
additional filters share the given storage space. As a result, the proposed approaches without the
additional filters cause a larger number of false positives than BF. On the other hand, the proposed
approaches with the additional filters begin to cause a smaller number of false positives than BF when
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enough storage space is given as mentioned before. In this simulation setting, the proposed approaches
begin to outperform BF from 100 kB storage space.

Fig. 6. False positive rate w.r.t. the storage space (600 K elements, 10 subsets, and 10% NACTIVE).
The false positive rate of the proposed approaches decreases faster than that of BF as the amount of
storage space increases (Fig. 6). This happens because increasing storage space decreases (i) the number
of elements to be managed by the additional filters by decreasing the overall false positive probability of
pBFs and (ii) the false positive probability of the additional filters by increasing storage space for the
additional filters. As a result, nBF does not show false positives from 700 kB and sBF does not show false
positives from 900 kB.
Fig. 7 shows the change of false positive rate with regard to the number of subsets. The false positive
rate of BF is heavily affected by the number of subsets. This is due to the fact that the overall false positive
probability of BF is the sum of false positive probability of each BF. Therefore, the false positive rate of
BF increases linearly as the number of subsets increases. On the other hand, the additional filters of the
proposed approaches can handle the increasing false positives properly and thus the false positive rate of
nBF and sBF increases much more slowly than that of BF. The false positive rate of BF/nBF/sBF increases
from 3.65E-04 to 2.30E-02/from 0 to 3.24E-04/from 0 to 1.02E-03 as the number of subsets increases
from 5 to 100. The false positive rate of sBF is more subject to the number of subsets than that of nBF
because the number of cells of sBF is affected by the number of subsets as we mentioned before. As a
result, the false positive rate of sBF increases slightly faster than that of nBF.
We compare three approaches in another aspect, the number of bits per element required to achieve
the target false positive rate (Fig. 8). In this simulation, we increase the storage space by 10 kB until each
approach achieves the target false positive rate. The required number of bits per elements increases
somewhat linearly in all three approaches as the target false positive rate decreases until certain point.
From certain target false positive rate, the number of bits per element does not increase because each
approach can achieve lower target false positive rate with the same number of bits per element. nBF and
sBF do not require additional bits per elements from 1.0E-03 and 1.0E-04 while BF does not require
additional bits per element from 1.0E-07. This means that nBF and sBF achieve the target false positive
rate with a smaller number of bits per element than BF.
We compare our approaches with existing approaches [14,15]. In Fig. 9, we only show the results of
nBF case because sBF shows the same result patterns. In this simulation, nBF outperforms wBF [14] and
dBF [15] outperforms nBF. However, their results may change with different settings. For example, the
false positive probability of existing approaches is mainly affected by the query popularity distribution.
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On the other hand, the false positive probability of our approaches is affected by the number of active
addresses and other things. Therefore, it is hard to say which approach is the best. Instead, what we want
to say is that our approaches can be used with existing approaches to reduce their false false positive
probability further. For example, wBF with nBFs show no false positives from 500 kB and dBF with nBFs
show no false positives from 200 kB. This means that our approaches have the contribution to the existing
approaches as well as the original BF.
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False positive rate

BF
nBF
sBF
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Fig. 7. False positive rate w.r.t. the number of subsets (1 MB storage space, 600 K elements, and 10%
).
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Fig. 8. Bits per element for achieving the target false positive rate (1 MB storage space, 600 K elements,
10 subsets, and 10%
).
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Fig. 9. Comparison with existing approaches (nBF).
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3.4.2 Routing table lookup
To examine how much our approaches improve performance of BF-based applications, we implement
BF-based routing table lookup using Click modular router [7]. We modified EtherSwitch element to
implement the routing table lookup with BF and our approaches. For the purpose of comparison, a
routing table implemented using a hash table in EtherSwitch is accessed when a false positive happens in
BFs only case and a false positive is not solved by nBF or sBF in the proposed approaches. The number
of elements (i.e., L2 MAC addresses as routing table entries) is 1 M and the number of outgoing interfaces
is 100 K and the number of queries is 10 M. The destination MAC address is randomly
is 10.
addresses. The storage space used for filters is 640 kB so that filters can be fit into
chosen from
the 1.5 MB-sized L2 cache of our experiment machine.
Table 1 shows the average routing table lookup time in ns. In case of successful lookups (i.e., no false
positives), three approaches show almost similar results. However, in case of false positives, three
approaches show different results. In this case, BFs only case shows poor routing table lookup
performance because it needs to access the hash table for 1 M MAC addresses that is too big to be kept in
the on-chip fast memory. Therefore, a false positive in BFs only case causes accesses to the off-chip slow
memory. On the other hand, nBF and sBF show better routing table lookup performance. Even though
the use of additional filters increase the number of false positives by pBFs compared to BFs only case, nBF
and sBF handle most false positives within the on-chip fast memory. For example, the use of sBF increases
the number of false positives by pBFs by 15%. However, sBF handles 95% of false positives within the fast
memory. When a false positive is handled by the additional filters, the routing table lookup time is faster
than BFs only case because that process is done within the fast memory. As a result, the average routing
table lookup performance in case of false positives is better than BFs only case. Because of this reason,
nBF and sBF reduce the routing table lookup time by 20% and 28% compared to BFs only case.
Table 1. Routing table lookup time (unit: ns)
BFs only

nBF

sBF

Successful lookups

83

84

85

False positives

210

Solved: 112
Not solved: 295
Total average: 114

109
294
111

Total average

120

95

86

The routing table lookup performance of sBF is slightly better than that of nBF. This is due to the fact
that sBF just needs to examine one additional filter while nBF may need to examine more than one
additional filter. The routing table lookup performance when a false positive is not handled by nBF and
sBF is worse than the case of BFs only case. This is due to the fact that L2 cache hit rate is affected by the
number of accesses. In other words, BFs only case shows better performance in this case because it
accesses the off-chip slow memory more than nBF or sBF.

3.4.3 Summary
The proposed approaches that exploit the additional filters have three attractive points. First, the
proposed approaches reduce the false positive probability compared to the original BF and thus improves
the performance of BF-based applications. Second, the use of additional filters does not cause the
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identified limitations of existing approaches described in Section 3.1. Third, the additional filters can be
used for existing approaches to reduce the false positive probability of those approaches further.
is high. Therefore,
nBF outperforms sBF in most cases, particularly when the percentage of
nBF is more suitable for the case where subsets change rarely. On the other hand, in the case where subsets
is low (like Internet environment where around 10% of
change frequently and the percentage of
IP prefixes accounts most traffic [17]), sBF is more suitable. However, if the update overhead of nBF can
be properly managed while not causing performance degradation, nBF would also be a good choice for
such a case.

4. An Approach for Improving Processing Speed
4.1 Motivation
Most BF-related approaches have two requirements: space efficiency and membership query. However,
one problem (i.e., processing overhead) may happen when BF-based system is implemented using
software. In the software-based system, required processing (i.e., k hash operations for each filter) is done
sequentially. As a result, the processing time increases somewhat linearly as the number of subsets and
the number of hash functions used increase. This processing overhead may become problematic for timesensitive jobs (e.g., routing table lookup and traffic monitoring). In other words, in those time-sensitive
jobs, there are three requirements: space efficiency, membership query, and fast processing time. To this
end, we propose one approach to satisfy those three requirements for the time-sensitive jobs.

4.2 Hash Table-based Approach
One simple approach to support fast membership query is to use a hash table. In the hash table, one
hash computation is enough to find a bucket (i.e., basic unit of a hash table for storing data) to be
examined. However, the hash table is not space-efficient. Most hash table implementations store both key
(e.g., element itself) and value (e.g., subset ID) to handle hash collisions (i.e., the case where more than
one element is mapped to the same bucket). As a result, the space overhead of the hash table increases as
the number of elements and the size of element in bits increase.
Large slow memory
(for the management)
Hash table
Buckets Key Value
1st

A

2nd

given

3rd

set

Last

A

10

B

3

C

3

D

7

E

5

Small fast memory
(for the actual processing)
1:1
mapping

sTable
Value

Collision bit

10

0

NULL

0

3

0

5

1

Fig. 10. A high-level illustration of sTable.
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In this paper, we try to achieve the space efficiency while supporting fast membership query. For this,
our proposed approach (called sTable) keeps value only without keys (Fig. 10). As a result, the space
overhead of sTable is not affected by the number of elements and the size of element in bits, but affected
by the number of subsets that affects the required number of bits to represent subsets. The detailed
descriptions about sTable are as follows.

4.2.1 Data structure and generation
sTable consists of buckets like a hash table. Each bucket includes a value (e.g., subset ID of an element
mapped to this bucket or NULL as the initial value) and 1 bit-sized collision bit. Therefore, the size of one
bucket is log (ℎ + 2) bits, where h is the number of subsets. Collision bit is used to indicate the status
of a corresponding bucket in terms of hash collisions (i.e., 0 means no hash collision and 1 means hash
collision). Because sTable does not store key that is required to handle hash collisions, sTable cannot
handle hash collisions. In other words, sTable achieves the space efficiency at the cost of some
membership query errors (i.e., sTable cannot return correct subset information for a given element when
the given element is mapped to a bucket where hash collisions happen). Instead, sTable utilizes the
collision bit to indicate (i) the value of a bucket may not be correct and/or (ii) additional operation is
required to find correct subset information. For example, the additional operation for handling
membership query error of sTable may be examining the additional data structures managed separately
(e.g. a hash table kept in large off-chip slow memory). Given the storage space M (in bits) and the number
of subsets h, the number of buckets of sTable is / log (ℎ + 2) .
The content of sTable’s buckets is determined by a corresponding hash table that is kept in large offchip slow memory for the purpose of the management (Fig. 10). The hash table is first generated based
on a given set. In this case, the key is element itself and the value is a corresponding subset ID. For the
purpose of easy management, the number of buckets of the hash table is set to the number of buckets of
sTable. In other words, buckets of sTable and the hash table have 1:1 mapping. The content of ith bucket
of sTable is determined by the content of ith bucket of the hash table. If the bucket of the hash table does
not contain any elements (i.e., 2nd bucket in Fig. 10), the value and the collision bit of the bucket of sTable
are set to NULL and 0, respectively. If the bucket of the hash table contains one element (i.e., 1st bucket)
or if the values of elements in the bucket of the hash table are same (i.e., 3rd bucket), the value and the
collision bit of the bucket of sTable are set to the value of the hash table’s bucket and 0, respectively. In
other cases (i.e., the case where hash collisions happen, the last bucket), the value of the bucket of sTable
is randomly set to one of the values of the hash table’s bucket while the collision bit is set to 1.

4.2.2 Membership query
The membership query with sTable is done as in a hash table. One hash function is applied to a given
element to find a bucket to be examined. If the collision bit of the determined bucket is 0 and the value
of the bucket is not NULL, the value of the bucket indicates correct subset information. On the other
hand, if the collision bit is 1, the value of the bucket may or may not indicate correct subset information.
Therefore, if some membership query error is allowable, the value of the bucket may be able to be used.
If additional operations are available to handle this membership query error at the cost of additional
overhead (e.g., access to slow memory to examine the hash table) and the additional overhead is allowable,
additional operations can be done to find correct subset information.
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4.2.3 Update
When subsets change, the hash table is first updated. If contents of hash table’s buckets are changed
(i.e., a new element is added to an empty bucket, different values of the same bucket become same, or
same values of the same bucket becomes different), contents of corresponding buckets of sTable are
updated.

4.2.4 Membership query error probability
In sTable, membership query error happens when a given element is mapped to a bucket whose
collision bit is 1. The membership query error probability can be calculated using birthday problem [19]
as follows. Given b buckets for sTable and n elements, the membership query error probability can be
approximately expressed as
/

(12)

Eq. (12) means that given the number of elements, the membership query error probability is mainly
affected by the number of subsets and the storage space that affect b.

4.3 Evaluation
4.3.1 Comparison with BF
Using the simulation settings described in Section 3.4, we conduct simulations. We first measure the
change of the membership query error rate with regard to the number of subsets (Fig. 11). As we described
before, the error rate of BF increases somewhat linearly as the number of subsets increases. On the other
hand, the error rate of sTable increases logarithmically as the number of subsets increases. The number of
subsets affects the error rate of sTable by influencing the number of buckets, but the number of buckets of
sTable does not decrease linearly as the number of subsets increases. Please note that the size of one bucket
of sTable is log (ℎ + 2) . As a result, the error rate of sTable increases more slowly than that of BF.
0.6
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Fig. 11. The membership query error rate w.r.t the number of subsets (1 MB storage space, 600 K
elements, and 10%
).
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Fig. 12. The processing time w.r.t the number of subsets (1 MB storage space, 600 K elements, and 10%
).
We measure the effect of the number of subsets on the processing time (Fig. 12). The processing time
of BF increases linearly as the number of subsets increases because the number of filters to be examined
increases (i.e., from 2.6 ms for 10 subsets to 26 ms for 100 subsets). On the other hand, sTable shows
somewhat constant processing time regardless of the number of subsets and the processing time is much
smaller than that of BF. sTable shows 0.076 ms and 0.081 ms processing time for 10 subsets and 100
subsets, respectively.

4.3.2 Comparison with hash table
To examine how much sTable improves performance compared to a hash table, we conduct the
experiment using the same settings described in Section 3.4 except the following. We use 30 outgoing
interfaces and 1024 kB is used for sTable. Table 2 shows the results. The successful routing table lookup
with sTable (i.e., 85% of packets are handled within the fast memory) is much faster than that with the
hash table. This is due to the fact that sTable handles packets within the fast memory while routing table
lookup with the hash table causes accesses to the slow memory. As a result, sTable reduces the routing
table lookup time by 58% compared to the hash table.
Table 2. Comparison of sTable and hash table
Hash table
sTable
Solved
Not solved
Total average

Average time (ns)
210
37
229
67

We also measure the required amount of storage space to achieve the target error rate (Fig. 13). For the
hash table, we assume that the size of key is 48 bits (e.g., MAC address). Please note that the hash table
always returns a correct result and thus requires the same amount of storage space regardless of the target
error rate. On the other hand, BF and sTable require a larger amount of storage space to achieve the lower
target error rate. The required amount of storage space of BF and sTable increases linearly and
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logarithmically as the target error rate decreases, respectively. As a result, the difference between the
required amount of storage space for BF and sTable decreases as the target error rate decreases.

Required memory (KB)

4400

BF
sTable
HashTable
2200

0
1.0E-01 1.0E-02 1.0E-03 1.0E-04 1.0E-05 1.0E-06

Target error probability

Fig. 13. The required amount of storage space for achieving the target error probability (1 MB storage
space, 600 K elements, 10 subsets, and 10%
).
Above results first show that sTable achieves the fast and somewhat constant processing time at the
cost of additional storage space. However, the required amount of storage space is much smaller than that
of the hash table. In addition, unlike the hash table where the space overhead is affected by the size of key
and the number of subsets, the space overhead of sTable is only affected by the number of subsets. The
amount of additional storage space decreases as the target error rate decreases. Therefore, sTable may be
more preferable than BF when the target error rate is low and the processing time is important.

5. Discussion
We briefly compare the proposed three approaches as follows in the hope that the comparison is helpful
to determine which one is proper for a given environment. In the following, A < B means A outperforms
B. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that enough storage space is given for our approaches so that our
approaches outperform BFs only case.
 Space overhead: nBF < sBF < BF < sTable
 Error rate: nBF < sBF < BF < sTable
 Processing overhead: sTable < sBF < nBF < BF
 Management overhead: sTable < BF < sBF < nBF
Space overhead: For the same target membership query error rate, nBF and sBF require less amount
of storage space than BF. sTable achieves the same error rate at the cost of slight additional
storage.
Error rate: Given the same amount of storage space, nBF and sBF cause a smaller number of errors
than BF, which causes a smaller number of errors than sTable.
Processing overhead: sTable provides the fastest membership query. On the other hand, the
relationship between BF and nBF/sBF depends on the case. If there is no false positives, BF,
nBF, and sBF may show the same membership query speed because the examination of
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additional filters is not required. If there are false positives and additional operations (e.g.,
accessing the off-chip slow memory) are required, nBF and sBF may show better
membership query speed than BF. In this case, nBF may take slightly more time than sBF
because it may need to examine more than one filter.
Management overhead: To insert or delete elements, sTable just needs one memory access for the
bucket while BF-based approaches need to access k bits. The additional filters cause
additional management overhead. In particular, nBF requires higher update overhead than
sBF because it uses more than one additional filter.

6. Conclusion
Space-efficient membership query is useful in many areas. BF has been one of the good choices for the
space-efficient membership query. Therefore, improving BFr may have noticeable impact on applications
using BF. In this paper, we propose two approaches that utilize additional filters to reduce false positive
probability. Simulations and experiments show that using additional filters reduce the false positive
probability of existing approaches as well as the original BF and improve the BF-based routing table
lookup performance. We also introduce one approach for improving membership query speed. Keeping
values only, our approach archives fast and space-efficient membership query. Evaluation results prove
that our approach is feasible in improving the membership query speed in a space-efficient manner.
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